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ABSTRACT
Context: Companies increasingly strive to adapt to market and ecosystem changes in real time. Evaluating team performance in such changing environments presents a major challenge. Objective: This paper aims to understand how software developers experience performance in a highly volatile environment. This understanding could be used as a basis for guiding formation and maintenance of high-performing teams. Method: A qualitative multiple-case study using thematic interviews was conducted with 16 experienced practitioners in five organisations. Results: We found 33 major categories of performance factors, arranged as a theoretical structure that explains how the subjects experience software team performance. Conclusions: Based on our study, software teams are engaged in a constant cycle of interpreting their performance and aligning it with other stakeholders. Enhancing performance experiences requires integration of soft factors, such as communication, team spirit, and team identity, into the overall development process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Performance is a multi-faceted concept that is used on several levels of an organisation to mean different things [25]. The desired outcome, a successful and well-performing software product or service, is contingent on a complex combination of factors that can be found in projects, processes, organisations, teams, and individuals (e.g. [48, 44, 53, 52]). Within these categories, there are multiple characterisations of performance that are relevant in different contexts and for different purposes. Even the performance of the end result, the software itself, can be viewed in different ways; e.g. in terms of technical quality, fitness for purpose, or generated profits. Today’s software development organisations aim to improve performance by being more responsive to changing market needs, e.g., by treating R&D as a continuous experimentation system [34].

When the objective is to evaluate teams, human factors are brought to the forefront. A team may be evaluated, e.g., in terms of its productivity [53], speed [5], or ability to produce novel and innovative results [39]. It may also be evaluated in terms of process control [48], or the knowledge it produces [49]. Many factors influence performance within these areas. However, since software development is largely a human-based activity, most types of outcome depend on human factors. Motivation, skill, satisfaction, values, and personality are factors to consider when forming teams, creating and designing processes and development environments, and structuring organisations and communication. The importance of such human aspects on performance in software development is well known [53, 22, 4, 31, 6]. However, there is a lack of understanding in many software development environments of how software practitioners themselves experience the pursuit of high performance, and how striving for performance could simultaneously be a meaningful and positive experience.

In this paper, we aim to cast light on how professional software developers experience performance in a Lean and Agile context. Drawing on a previous conceptualisation of Developer Experience [23], we approach the issue through a cognitive, affective, and conative lens. We view team performance from the perspective of individual software practitioners, gaining insights that may be of use in evaluating teams from an internal perspective. The study shows why it is not sufficient to consider performance only as meeting predefined objectives. It also shows how practitioners reason as they attempt to perform in their work, and what they perceive as beneficial and detrimental for those attempts. Our specific research questions are:
RQ1 How do software practitioners experience team performance in Lean and Agile environments?

RQ2 How do software practitioners reason about the relationships between perceived performance factors?

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the concept of performance in software engineering, with particular focus on human factors on the team and individual levels. In Section 3, we describe our research approach: the data collection and analysis methods used. In Section 4, we present the empirical results. We discuss the implications and limitations of our findings in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6 and briefly outline possible future work.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

One of the foremost practical objectives of team performance research is the pursuit of ways to improve the work outcome of teams. It is interesting to note that teams were once considered an improvement over individual work: teams can potentially offer greater adaptability, productivity, and creativity than any single individual [55, 26, 29]. However, gaining the potential benefits of teams is not easy. For example, it is not enough to merely group skilled individuals together [30]. In this section, we briefly discuss how to define performance, and shortly review some existing research on performance factors and models of team performance.

2.1 Definition of Performance

One definition of high-performing teams is that they outperform “all reasonable expectations as well as all other similarly situated teams” [37]. While this definition proceeds to say that the performance of these teams surprises even themselves, organisations find high-performing teams highly desirable and wish to replicate their success. However, reports describing such high-performing teams are typically on an anecdotal level, based more on assumptions than on a valid causal analysis. Part of the problem may stem from the lack of a sound measure for “success” in software engineering, although it is a central dependent variable [51].

Performance is often divided into efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency means accomplishing objectives quickly and with minimal resource usage. Effectiveness refers to accomplishing the right objectives, e.g. those that have the greatest value. However, the terms can be used differently; e.g. Salas et al. use them as follows [55]. Team performance refers to “the outcomes of the team’s actions regardless of how the team may have accomplished the task”. Team effectiveness considers “not only whether the team performed” (e.g. completed a task), but also how the team interacted to achieve the team outcome” (e.g. team processes, teamwork). The distinction is important since many factors may influence the outcome, and confound the causal reasoning assumed in team performance measures. This may result in an incorrect understanding of the team [55]. In this work, we use “performance” as an umbrella term for all the meanings described above and use more specific terms as needed.

2.2 Performance Factors

Sudhakar et al. [59] list four classes of factors which influence team performance: i) technical, ii) non-technical (soft), iii) organisational, and iv) environmental. The technical factors include project-specific traits such as size, complexity, and processes, as well as product characteristics. There are numerous reported soft factors, and fully explaining them is beyond the scope of this paper. However, some examples can be mentioned.

On the individual level, cognitive factors include skill [8, 7, 59], knowledge [43], competence [31], and logical reasoning [11]. Motivation is a conative factor that has received much attention in software engineering research [24, 6]. Personal values [43], beliefs [19, 50], and personality [59, 6] have also been investigated as direct or indirect performance factors. In addition, affective factors have been examined, showing that developers do experience several emotions in their work, and that these change over time [58]. Moods can influence programming tasks such as debugging [40]. Enthusiasm [60], and emotional valence and dominance [28], can have a positive effect on performance, while frustration is a negative risk factor for performance [60].

On the group or team level, some of the reported factors include cohesion [18, 62, 35], trust [18, 1, 35], clarity of purpose and goal-setting [1], group structure and communication [14, 53, 61], knowledge sharing [31], team relationships, diversity, and leadership [59], and coordination processes [61, 41]. The organisational factors include organisational culture, climate, structure, and values [59]. Finally, the environmental factors include industry characteristics and volatility, and also factors relating to customers and competitors [59].

2.3 Team Performance Models

Many researchers have shown that team effectiveness is the result of the team’s processes (e.g. [26, 29, 46]). However, it is less clear what those processes are and how they result in improved outcomes. Salas et al. [55] note that teams “do more than simply interact with tools; they require the ability to coordinate and cooperatively interact with each other to facilitate task objectives through a shared understanding [of available resources, goals and objectives, and constraints].” Research has shown that different types of teams manifest teamwork processes differently [55].

Team performance models aim to describe causal relationships between variables that result in performance outcomes or at least provide actionable advice for managing performance. Dingsoyr & Dybå discuss three teamwork models concerned with team effectiveness from an internal perspective [16]. In Salas’ model [55], five components (team leadership, mutual performance monitoring, backup behaviour, adaptability, and team orientation) interact to produce performance. Three coordinating mechanisms (shared mental models, closed-loop communication, and mutual trust) are proposed as means to raise the level of performance. The Dickinson and McIntyre model [15] is similar to the Salas model. It adds feedback and coordination, and is intended for self-managed teams. The Hoegl model [32] has six facets: communication, coordination, balance of member contributions, mutual support, effort, and cohesion. The model has been shown to have a significant association with team performance (divided into effectiveness and efficiency) and team members’ personal success (work satisfaction and learning).

Dingsoyr & Dybå assert that although several team performance (or effectiveness) models exist in other disciplines, there are many open questions regarding their use in software engineering [16]. The relationship between team performance and project success also remains an open question. Success includes not only meeting schedules and making profits, but also encompasses employee well-being and public impact [52]. The notion of performance must then be considered dynamic, to include the activity of defining its meaning. In this expanded definition, performance can be understood in many different ways depending on the viewpoint [52, 25], and viewpoints may conflict [52, 39, 36]. An open question is therefore how software development practitioners experience the pursuit of high performance in an uncertain environment. Could the pursuit of high performance be more than improving the work outcome of teams?
3. RESEARCH APPROACH

Due to the nature of our research questions, we chose an exploratory, embedded multiple-case study method [63]. Case studies aim at investigating contemporary phenomena in their context [54] and are suitable for research questions of an exploratory and explanatory nature [63]. Our aim is to generate, not test, theory. There are several ways in which case studies can be used to inductively build theory [21, 20]. We used an analysis strategy based on grounded theory coding methods [12].

3.1 Sample and Context

Being a multiple-case study, this study aims to understand the dynamics of performance in software development teams by viewing it from the perspective of multiple practitioners in multiple organisations. On both company and subject levels, we used maximum variation sampling [20, 27], where the focus is on finding variants on a common theme [47]. Widely varying instances are of particular interest since they allow capturing the core experiences and common dimensions of a setting or phenomenon [27]. This expands the range of applications in which the results can be used [47].

We approached five companies with offices in Finland (Table 1), varying in terms of size, industry and market. They were selected because they used a Lean and Agile approach and because they operated in volatile markets. All five agreed to participate in a research project on team performance. The companies vary in size, ranging from around 50 employees to almost 1000 employees in the Finnish location and tens of thousands worldwide. All are at least 10 years old; the oldest traces its roots back more than 100 years. One is a Fortune 500 company, two are publicly traded on Nordic stock exchanges, and two are privately owned. The companies operate in several different application domains, including telecommunications, embedded and wireless systems, data and network security, and general software and business development services. Some of them provide consultation services and product and service development to third parties; while others market their own products directly to businesses and consumers. All companies had offices in or near the Finnish capital of Helsinki at the time of the study, the large ones with several offices in different parts of Finland. All companies have adopted Lean and Agile development principles and use some variant of Lean and Agile software development in their development process. In the older and larger companies, multi-year organisational transformations have been conducted to replace earlier software development approaches with more modern ones.

Following our instructions, contact persons within each company purposively selected subjects with sufficient experience to give relevant information regarding the research topic. We sought subjects from different parts of the development organisation, to cover a wide range of perspectives. At the time of the study, the subjects were not in teams of approximately 5–15 persons. However, all of them had worked in several teams of different sizes during their career, and thus had experience with many different team conditions to draw from. In total, our sample consists of 16 practitioners, including managers on the company and department levels (3), coaches/team leaders (11), and team members (2); 13 were male and 3 female. Most practitioners were native Finns, but two subjects were not.

3.2 Data Collection

We used thematic, semi-structured interviews [3, 47] for data collection. In thematic interviews, subjects are interviewed about issues directly related to the object of study – the theme [3]. They allow quick access to a wide and deep range of practitioner expertise and are particularly useful for aspects that the interviewee is not accustomed to speak about on a daily basis, such as values, inten-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Field of Industry</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Business development</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Telecom networks and services</td>
<td>Very large</td>
<td>Multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Computer security</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Embedded and wireless systems</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Multinational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Software design and development</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Key Facts of Case Companies.
gulation into a central position in the research process. The method involves multiple participants iteratively categorising pieces of information written on paper notes onto a flat surface, usually a wall. In our case, the notes were self-contained pieces of interview data. The result is an Affinity diagram, a hierarchical diagram which structures field data (notes) into conceptually similar groups, which are then further organised into higher-level categories. The diagram is often referred to simply as an Affinity wall.

In the final phase, we used selective coding. Selective coding develops a core category, propositions, or a hypothesis. Here, analysis does not seek to summarise material without losing detail as in the Affinity wall method, nor to expand to generate new perspectives, but aims to proceed quickly and selectively towards a coherent, integrated theory [56, 27]. In our case, the overall understanding in the data pointed towards a core category that described a sense-making and negotiation process.

4. RESULTS

The core category Performance Alignment Work was constructed to summarise the entire data set. This category refers to the continuous process that all subjects were engaged in to negotiate the meaning of performance in different situations, interpret their current performance, and adapt it to changing circumstances. In this section, we introduce the categories around the core category and relationships among them that arose during the analysis. We illustrate the results using in-text diagrams. We include interview quotes as examples of the data behind the categories. Each category is emphasised in the text. In Table 2, we also show the 33 categories that emerged from the Affinity wall analysis, to facilitate traceability into the interview material.

![Performance Alignment Work Diagram]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Alignment Work</th>
<th>Performance Awareness</th>
<th>Interpreting Performance</th>
<th>Performance Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance Facilitators</td>
<td>The High-Performing Team</td>
<td>Performance Disruptors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 The Meaning of Performance

Two top-level categories form two axes that summarise the differing views among subjects regarding the meaning of performance. Performance awareness describes the level of self- or other-orientation in subjects’ perception of performance. This axis forms a continuum ranging from the individual (Understanding job roles) to the team, unit, organisation, and market (Seeing the big picture).

“[The way I was trained], the project manager had to know everything about everything. He had to think about everything. I realised that in Agile, the team has the power to decide, and is trusted.” (Coach, Company E)

![Interpreting Performance Diagram]

| Seeing the big picture | Systemic Performance Awareness | Individual Understanding job roles |

Interpreting performance is another axis that describes the desirable level of performance: meeting or exceeding predefined objectives – or transcending them altogether by participating in their definition and assessment. These interpretations stem from different Ways to see success, different understandings of the development philosophy (Understanding Agile), different views on the desirability of

| Table 2: Categories from the Affinity wall. The number of supporting second- and third-level sub-categories, and the companies from which the supporting interview data originated, are shown. The table is sorted by number of third-level subcategories, followed by the number of source companies. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Top-level category | Number of sub-categories | Companies | A | B | C | D | E |
| Performance Alignment Work | | | 6 | 36 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Need for communication | | | 8 | 36 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Team spirit | | | 7 | 33 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Improving the process | | | 7 | 31 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Re-organisation | | | 8 | 30 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Team setup | | | 6 | 29 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Tools | | | 6 | 26 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Decision power | | | 6 | 25 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Facilitating communication | | | 5 | 24 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Organisational learning | | | 6 | 24 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Organisational support | | | 5 | 23 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Planning of work | | | 5 | 22 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Ways to see success | | | 5 | 21 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Reward | | | 5 | 20 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Atmosphere | | | 5 | 19 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Time investment | | | 5 | 18 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Seeing the big picture | | | 5 | 17 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Collaboration and cooperation | | | 4 | 16 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Personal development | | | 4 | 15 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Understanding job roles | | | 4 | 14 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Distributed work | | | 4 | 13 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Team identity | | | 4 | 12 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Goal setting | | | 4 | 11 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Understanding Agile | | | 4 | 10 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Adapting to change | | | 4 | 9 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Pride | | | 4 | 8 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Control of my own work | | | 4 | 7 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Social skills | | | 4 | 6 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Intrinsic motivation to perform | | | 4 | 5 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Prioritisation | | | 4 | 4 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Learning from failures | | | 4 | 3 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Testing | | | 4 | 2 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Open office | | | 4 | 1 | × | × | × | × | × |
| Getting buy-in | | | 3 | 0 | × | × | × | × | × |

Total: 170

4.2 Factors Impacting Performance

Subjects reported on factors that they perceived to facilitate and disrupt performance. In addition, they reported on factors that they saw as having both a positive and negative effect. Two types of Performance Facilitators were reported: factors that the organisation could concretely influence (Organisational support), and soft environmental factors (Atmosphere). Decision power placed within teams, and individual autonomy in how tasks are carried out (Control of my own work) were seen as two positive factors that the organisation should implement. Removing barriers and Facilitating communication was also seen as the responsibility of the organisation. This factor was linked to Atmosphere, since open

being involved in social interaction (Need for communication) and different notions of how goals should be set and pursued (Planning of work).

“Good performance is such that it fulfils expectations and the expectations come from some kind of conception about the end customer.” (Manager, Company D)
communication requires a supportive environment and vice versa. Creating a good atmosphere by facilitating communication was seen as important. Practitioners indicated both that the presence of these factors were beneficial for performance, but also that their absence was detrimental.

“Last summer our team worked really well, everyone knew what everyone else was doing. We didn’t need any formal meetings, communication was natural and direct. Whenever someone from the outside asked us what we were doing, we were able to give a direct answer about our current status and give predictions on when different things would be ready. It was fun to come to work because everything just worked without any extra challenge or effort. [Then] a colleague and I went to work abroad for half a year. When we returned, something had happened to the team. It didn’t work any more. [People] didn’t talk to each other in the same way as before.” (Team leader, Company B)

Two strong subcategories emerged as Performance Disruptors. Distributed work was seen as having a continuous negative influence on performance, but one which is manageable through increased emphasis on communication. Re-organisations were seen as events with a major negative performance impact that requires both time and effort to recover from.

“When the team changes, all forecasts on team performance like velocity estimates become invalid. I am trying to figure out all the time how much work we can do when the skill set and motivation changes in the team. The [layoff negotiations] have been kind of a trauma in the team. We had to find ways to motivate people to take the work that was left over from the team which was shut down. I think this was the darkest period of the team and my career in this company. The team talks about the dark period from time to time to remember that we changed. Not survived, but evolved.” (Coach, Company C)

These were not the only factors that could be construed as negative impact factors, but they were the only ones that were clearly indicated as such in the material. Other negative factors were not as clearly distinguished and their connections to other concepts caused them to become part of other categories.

Three Double-edged factors were described. The potential of an Open office to facilitate communication was seen as positive. However, the amount of communication could become disruptive, and subjects reported on the need for norms and behavioural signals to avoid the drawbacks. The category Goal setting refers to the balance between goals being set outside and within the team. Some subjects were firmly against goals being set outside the team because the team had the information needed to set them realistically. Others felt that the team did not always have the expertise or information required to set goals, and that outside guidance in these cases could be beneficial. Collaboration and competition included comments regarding competition between teams. While some reported temporary higher performance as a result, cross-team collaboration was seen as more motivational.

Two interrelated categories relate to using automation to facilitate performance. The category Testing reflects the primary means by which subjects approached technical quality. Tools were frequently mentioned in relation to software development, testing, and communication. Subjects reported that they deeply integrate tools into their development process, to the extent that their process-related discourse contains terminology and jargon borrowed from the tools themselves.

“We have information radiators that show the condition of the code in the version control system. Before we started using git and other related tools, we didn’t have very strict control over our code. During the last months, we have made stricter rules. The code in the master branch has to be in very good shape, so that merges and other version control operations work properly.” (Team leader, Company B)

However, the tools do not necessarily need to be sophisticated; a pragmatic approach was often favoured by the subjects.

“We used an electronic tool for planning, but it didn’t really work. Then we just started putting notes on the wall for everyone to see. [...] Technology is seldom the solution, but it can add efficiency.” (Team leader, Company C)

4.3 Adapting Performance

Three categories emerged that described how subjects adapted their performance when conditions changed. First, the whole notion of adaptation emerged as an attitude towards Adapting to change. Practitioners differed in whether they viewed adaptation as necessary or desirable at all, depending on whether they perceived the source of change as external to the organisation or not. If they did, their attitude was more favourable towards adaptation.

“When the world is changing, there is no such thing as the old, familiar, and safe. You need to change the way of working.” (Coach, Company D)

Concrete ways of adaptation centred around Improving the process, but the notion of what the process is and how it should be improved differed. One view was that processes are beneficial because they formalise and capture procedures that can be reliably replicated across large parts of the organisation. They were seen as a Time investment that must be pragmatically balanced against the gained benefits. Another view was that processes formalise and improve decision-making, helping to avoid overwork and biased decisions through Prioritisation procedures.

“[In the past], there was a constant fight [among project managers] on whose task gets priority. The project managers fighting over team resources is implied to say that it is impossible to set priorities for new development tasks and bug fixing tasks. We can laugh at it now that we have clear priority order on the Kanban board.” (Coach, Company B)

A third view was that processes need to be more fine-grained and separate for different parts of the development cycle. This reflected a preference for teams owning their own processes, selecting and developing them for their own particular needs. Subjects that expressed this view also viewed processes as ephemeral: they felt that
Lean and Agile values and the spirit of a continuous search for better performance were more important than following methods to the letter.

“Steering mechanisms are completely different in the starting end of an innovation funnel than in the end. In the beginning of the innovation funnel, the impact of a single person is large. A firm process at the beginning of the innovation funnel will kill innovation. At the end of an innovation funnel, the cost and impact of choices grow, and therefore decision-making and steering mechanisms are different at different stages.” (Management team leader, Company A)

Another concern for the subjects was how to propagate adaptive actions across the organisation (Organisational learning).

“A good organisation does not change things just for the sake of change. It really learns from its mistakes, and does not make them again, but the larger an organisation, the harder it is to get it to work well.” (Team leader, Company B)

Learning from failures was seen as occurring first locally in teams, and the challenge was then to convince other teams and the rest of the organisation to adopt the solution (Getting buy-in).

“When there is a problem, it’s everyone’s problem. We do not look for a person to blame, but we try to find out why we did not see the problem coming in advance.” (Manager, Company B)

“I think the Scrum master needs to let the team fail – once. After the failure, we should discuss together how to avoid such a failure in the future. In practice, it is hard to let the team fail and learn from the failure. Nobody wants to take the temporary decrease in performance].” (Coach, Company C)

“The best way to improve the work of the surrounding organisation is by example. Showing how we do Agile work is more effective than lecturing or forcing. When we increase the visibility of our way of working, little by little elements of it sneak into other teams as well.” (Developer, Company E)

We found some reasoning on the teamwork processes of high-performing software teams. A first category concerned the creation of high-performing teams (Team setup). Subjects expressed that Social skills should be a selection factor for such teams.

“[I’m motivated because] I’m solving my problems for the next two years. [That] motivates to start learning a new area.” (Coach, Company C, discussing setting up a new continuous integration system)

“We are a company that provides you a chance to learn and develop [yourself] better than anywhere else. […] In the new organisation, everyone knows that it is important to develop oneself in order to be competitive.” (Manager, Company B)

Thus subjects were motivated to join high-performing teams to both express and develop their own skills, and to gain opportunities for high performance. According to some subjects, existing teams will respond to that kind of motivation and welcome individuals who are prepared to work hard for exceptional results.

“The team I worked in previously decided to take as our fundamental mode of work to be the best team in the company. When a new guy joined our team, who had been in the company for several years, he said he had never had to work as hard as in our team.” (Team leader, Company C)

Some subjects expressed strong reluctance against letting individuals without these traits join their teams, reflecting a maintenance strategy of the Team identity.

“[Based on] my experience, good teams usually have a do-it spirit like a small company. They have established a flow through which people commit to their work and see it as interesting, important and the right thing to do. They put in more than just office hours. [These teams] were formed in an unusual way. There was no line organisation, really not much of an organisation at all. The organisation had a largely fractal structure that changed all the time, like a kaleidoscope. The core is an individual or a team which gets an idea that is larger than life. They combine competencies inside and outside the company and produce a product or service. They find investors for their project, customers, and resources to implement their idea.” (Management team leader, Company A)

4.4 The High-Performing Software Team

Views on high-performing software teams formed a distinct category in the interview material. During our analysis, we grouped data fragments and categories related to this theme into a structure that explains how our subjects reasoned about high-performing teams. Descriptions of these teams often depicted them as self-directed and resourceful:

“[Based on] my experience, good teams usually have a do-it spirit like a small company. They have established a flow through which people commit to their work and see it as interesting, important and the right thing to do. They put in more than just office hours. [These teams] were formed in an unusual way. There was no line organisation, really not much of an organisation at all. The organisation had a largely fractal structure that changed all the time, like a kaleidoscope. The core is an individual or a team which gets an idea that is larger than life. They combine competencies inside and outside the company and produce a product or service. They find investors for their project, customers, and resources to implement their idea.” (Management team leader, Company A)
“I feel that having seen the world a little bit, nobody is really that much more [competent] than anyone else. It’s always a case of ‘personal chemistry’. It is sometimes forgotten that you need someone to facilitate inclusion into the team. Someone who says ‘hey, come and join us’.” (Coach, Company E)

While becoming part of a high-performing team appears to be associated with some challenges, belonging to one can be a meaningful experience. Subjects expressed that such teams have a special Team spirit: a feeling of belonging to a group of like-minded individuals with a high degree of respect for each others’ talents.

“More than a company, this is a coalition of intelligent people who think alike.” (Management team leader, Company A)

“A good way of working has more to do with the the work spirit than with the methods themselves. If you have a good work spirit, then you are automatically considerate towards others, both in what the team does and how it does it.” (Team leader, Company B)

When this feeling of belonging was intense, subjects expressed a feeling of Pride.

“I feel good when I know I’ve done good quality work. If I cannot be proud of the outcome of my work, I get frustrated. The possibility of having an influence on my own work drives me.” (Developer, Company E)

Finally, subjects expressed how Reward could influence the dynamics of the high-performing team. The process of obtaining a reward was seen as more important than the reward itself. It should be linked to an actual episode of good performance, preferably one that the team can influence.

“Promising rewards like money, free trips, or a car to use, in return for meeting a deadline is the wrong place to start. If the team itself wants some kind of rewards in the form of doing things together, then that is something to encourage.” (Team leader, Company B)

A badly motivated or timed reward, given without consideration of how the team itself has perceived its performance, may result in dissonance and emotional rejection of the reward, impacting Intrinsic motivation to perform, Team identity, and Team spirit negatively. Also, the reward should be valued by the team – a social experience could have a better effect than individual monetary rewards.

“It was almost impossible to reach the given target in the given schedule, but we worked night and day because we had a common dream about enjoying the sunset in Mexico with the whole team as a reward. And we did it.” (Manager, Company B, discussing a successful project experience)

5. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Our results indicate that the practitioners in our sample experience performance as a continuous process of negotiation within their teams and with external stakeholders. They are aware of performance aspects on multiple levels of the organisation. They perceive high-performing teams in terms of group processes that link skilled and motivated developers to a powerful team identity. In this section, we discuss our research questions in light of the results, and consider the potential wider implications of the findings for practice.

5.1 Addressing the Research Questions

Considering RQ1, our results point to the close connection in practitioners’ experience between performance and success. They support the claim that practitioners experience both as multifaceted, socially negotiated, changing over time, and sometimes as conflicted between different stakeholders (compare to “success” in Ralph et al. [52]). In this study, Performance Alignment Work is the activity by which practitioners deal with the fluidity of the performance concept. It contributes to the body of knowledge by describing a particular type of teamwork that specifically addresses performance goals and the process by which software teams attempt to reach them (see e.g. Salas et al. [55] for a discussion of teamwork).

The reported experiences have similarities to earlier findings on team performance (e.g. [17, 55, 15, 32]): as would be expected, many of the concerns expressed by our subjects revolve around communication, coordination, and group dynamics. A detailed comparison would be interesting, but is not within the scope of this paper. We instead make a comparison to the most similar study we have found. In Dingsøyr & Lindsjorn [17], study subjects take a “forcing” approach to code empirical data into the Salas model [55]. Our results are similar despite the lack of such an anchoring in our study design. Interestingly, our results are more similar in type to the original Salas model [55]: we describe a process rather than a list of impact factors. The question is what type of result is most relevant for a particular need, and future research should carefully choose a research design that produces the desired type of result.

RQ2 concerned how practitioners reason about the relationships between perceived performance factors. Two main findings arose from our analysis. The perceived factors concern on one hand the components of social negotiation of performance (Performance Alignment Work, Sections 4.1–4.3) and on the other hand an understanding of why some teams are high-performing (Section 4.4). The components of Performance Alignment Work show that our subjects reasoned about performance on all levels from their individual and team performance to the performance of their organisation in the marketplace and in terms of customer satisfaction. This indicates that practitioners have local or personal theories and beliefs regarding how their work influences team and organisational performance. Activiites that raise these theories and beliefs into awareness and help align them could help improve actual performance in teams and organisations. For example, performance measurement programs could be conducted as participative design programs in which teams were deeply involved. A challenge then is how to balance the concerns of different stakeholders when they conflict, a question which ultimately requires considerations of ethics and values.

Based on our findings, a high-performing team is one that is exceptionally good at Performance Alignment Work. Not only can it continuously organise itself internally to optimise performance, it also engages with other teams, other parts of its organisation, and with stakeholders outside the organisation. It both elicits their performance needs and preferences, but also influences their performance expectations and alignment in a manner that is favourable to its goals. Our description of the high-performing team contributes to theory in two ways. First, it provides a proposition that is testable in specific cases: that high-performing teams are considered high-performing because they influence the criteria by which they are judged. Second, it shows that there are important affective aspects, and conative aspects beyond motivation, that should be considered in research on team performance. The affective aspects were present in practitioners’ notions of a team identity, team spirit, pride, and in their reasoning of rewards as tools for increasing performance. Identification with a team has been established as a determinant of affective outcomes such as job satisfaction [45]. We note that an interesting question is how to characterise team identity, its formation, and its relationship to company identity, corporate culture, and values. Weak indications in our data cause us to suspect that there were
important differences in corporate culture between the companies in our sample. For example, fewer categories were supported in the small Company A (see Table 2).

Research results on motivation have so far been inconclusive regarding how and by what software engineers are motivated, and what the benefits of motivating them are [6, 24]. The conative aspects in the high-performing team description imply that (intrinsic) motivation on the individual level does not directly lead to performance on the team level. There are also volitional processes involved as teams go through the process of accepting a new member. Aligning affective and conative aspects within the team could be another means to reach better performance. However, due to personal characteristics, e.g., personality and values, it may be more pragmatic to strive for such alignment when constructing teams rather than trying to change its members afterwards. Further research on these topics is called for.

5.2 Threats to Validity

The theoretical contributions of this paper are developed in, and describe, the local situation in the participating companies. The theory itself has been subject to accuracy-checking procedures – triangulation on subject, company, and researcher levels – and can be judged in terms of how well it reflects the reality of the subjects and the phenomena under study [2]. We gathered feedback on the emerged categories from one senior representative from each company who was not an interview subject. The representatives indicated that all categories were important, and they found it difficult and essentially meaningless to give the categories a forced order of prioritisation: they saw the performance phenomenon as holistic rather than in terms of individual pieces. Our interpretation is that the study reflects subjects’ reality well. With certain limitations, qualitative findings may be generalised to some broader theory through replication [63].

Interviews have inherent threats to validity that relate to the ability and willingness of subjects to report on desired topics [63], and to the possibilities of generalising interview-based findings [42]. In planning the interviews, we chose interview questions that allow various kinds of factors to emerge: the questions do not favour one aspect of high performance over another. Bias was alleviated in data collection by having two participating researchers, and in analysis by having four researchers discuss and agree on the emerging results. The analysis methods ensure that an individual piece of information cannot dominate the overall result, since it must be matched with other pieces of information to form a meaningful higher-order structure. The coding methods used in this study are well known, and thoroughly documented in the literature [38, 10, 9, 13, 47, 56, 27].

A certain measure of convenience sampling is almost always present in practical studies [47]. There is an apparent bias in the sample towards coaches and team leaders. However, the sample represents persons who are highly regarded in their respective organisations, who have had exposure to many different teams and projects, and who have experienced both high and low performance in different situations. Results could differ with practitioners having considerably less or more experience.

Since the study was conducted in a Finnish setting, cultural bias is an important consideration. In Hofstede’s cultural dimensions [33], Finland belongs to a cluster of primarily western countries, but with important unique characteristics: low power distance, high individualism and femininity (preferring quality of life over being the best), medium high uncertainty avoidance, and a short-term orientation. Cultures differently positioned on these scales could be expected to emphasise different aspects than in our material. However, these categories show a fairly even representation of perceptions across Hofstede’s dimensions. Both individualistic (e.g., Personal development and Intrinsic motivation to perform) and collectivist points of view were represented (e.g., Team identity and Team spirit). It is also important to remember that corporate culture may partially override national culture at work, particularly in multinational corporations [57]. Nevertheless, culture should be considered when attempting to generalise the findings.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reported on a study that explores how practitioners’ experience and reason about team performance in a changing environment. We conducted a multiple-case study in which we interviewed practitioners from five companies that use Lean and Agile approaches and operate in volatile markets.

Through the study, we showed why it is not sufficient to consider performance only as meeting predefined objectives: objectives themselves change and are subject to an interpretive dialogue in which software teams can be an influential stakeholder. Practitioners understand performance on many levels, ranging from individuals and teams to organisations, markets, and customers. They hold complex local theories and beliefs regarding performance and the mechanisms that result in high or low performance, as interpreted by different stakeholders. Our expectation is that a better understanding of the experience of performance is an important component in improving work conditions while also improving actual performance.

We envision three future directions of research. First, we hypothesise that the experience of performance arises from basic social psychology, e.g., beliefs, norms, and values. A better understanding of how to apply these in software engineering research could help explain specific understandings of performance. Second, the link between software development paradigms and the experience of developers is open to enquiry. How, for instance, do practitioners alter their behaviour as a result of interpreting the principles of Lean and Agile software development? Third, what are the relationships between different stakeholders’ evaluations of performance? For example, what aspects of good performance do developers and customers agree or disagree on? Accounts of such agreement and disagreement could help software development organisations to improve the experience of both developers and customers.
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APPENDIX

A. INTERVIEW GUIDE

Table A1 shows the guide used for the thematic interviews in this study. The guiding questions are examples of questions that were used to transition into the thematic areas. The application of the guide was informed by constant comparison and purposive sampling (see main text, Section 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Guiding questions</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal background</td>
<td>When did you start working here? In what role? What kind of role and job do you have now in this company?</td>
<td>Help subject recall early stages of career and state of company at that time. Elicit comparison with current role.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Are you part of some team, or several? How long has this team existed? Have you been involved in it from the beginning? When did you become involved? How has the team composition changed along the way?</td>
<td>Understand subject’s previous and current involvement in a team/teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work environment/Organization</td>
<td>How has this company changed during your time here? Have you encountered Agile and Lean in your work? How has this (Agile/Lean/other principle) changed the working habits of your team?</td>
<td>Elicit discussion about subject’s views on the organisation and working environment. In particular, Agile and Lean topics inform us how the organisation functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience examples</td>
<td>Give examples of successful (unsuccessful) work experiences. On what scale did you succeed/fail?</td>
<td>Help subject to recall concrete and meaningful experiences of performance (high or low) and success (failure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team performance</td>
<td>In what way and why do you think you succeeded (failed)? What would be needed for a team to always do as well as or better than in your example? What do you think was the reason for the failures? Did the failure somehow benefit the team or the organisation?</td>
<td>Situate the concrete examples in a team context and elicit discussion about causes and effects, and about potential organisational learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>What is a good (bad) team? What is a good (bad) organisation? What is a good (bad) result or product? What are your thoughts about good work, good ways of working, and well-being at work?</td>
<td>Elicit discussion about quality and meaning of teams, organisations, products, and work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>